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Abstract

Medical autopsy is an incredible opportunity of putting the exact diagnosis on a patient. Through the frequency and evidence of autopsies in the Journal since its creation in 1812, how is it possible to describe the evolution of the status of the cadaver in occidental medicine during the past 200 years? Does a dead patient belong to its family or to physicians, at the service of medical knowledge and improving surgical procedures? Is the medical secret to be preserved or not, even for public personalities? Is it licit to say everything about the health of a patient, even with its previous consent? Was the journal, during its first 100 years of existence, a forensic one? Post-mortem utility of MD and VIP’s will be shown and discussed. Lastly, dangers of the autopsy, and chronic ineluctable decrease of its rate will be analyzed from 1812 until now.
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Introduction

Medical autopsy is an incredible opportunity of putting the exact diagnosis on a patient [1]: “the report of a fatal case is not complete, and the statistics of a fatal disease are comparatively worthless without the certain knowledge which only an autopsy can give [2]. But is the autopsy technique a static methodology or rather a living one? Is it influenced by social evolution, political facts, moral believes, medical needs, etc.? In other words, what autopsies can say about the development of modern occidental medicine and post-mortem patient-physician relationship?

Through the frequency and evidence of autopsies in the New England Journal of Medicine (i.e. one of the most prestigious and the oldest continuously published medical journal in the world, created in 1812), how is it possible to describe the evolution of the status of the cadaver in occidental medicine during the past 200 years? Does a dead patient belong to its family or to physicians, at the service of medical knowledge and improving surgical procedures? Is the medical secret to be preserved or not, even for public personalities? Is it licit to say everything about the health of a patient, even with its previous consent? Let’s initially focus on the first 100 years of the Journal.

Autopsy, what for?

In the first issue of the Journal (January, 1812), from the 21 original papers, 4 are directly related or based upon autopsy data [3-6]. Autopsies are mentioned within the following contexts: medico-legal problems, case reports in medicine and surgery [7], patho-biographies, environmental diseases and epidemics, sanitary statistics, description of normal anatomy [8], and evaluation of new surgery techniques.

Necropsies are mainly presented in innumerable case reports and series of dissections, but also occur in the following categories of articles: Recent progress in legal medicine, recent deaths, reported mortalities, and reports of forensic societies. Before the periodical “Medical Reports from the Massachusetts General Hospital” (originating on the October 25, 1923) [9], we found an older case on the March 28, 1861 issue including the autopsy of the patient: a 50-year-old man with a Bright’s disease [10].

Some autopsies are related to local political, environmental, and historical facts, such as the Secession War (1861-1865) including cases of atypical wounds and epidemics (for example yellow fever). During the same conflict, an epidemics of yellow fever arises in South Carolina [11]. Sanitary news is given from fortresses and ships, giving the opportunity–when possible–of pursuing autopsies and improving medical knowledge. For example, at the occasion of two cases of sudden death on board the U.S. receiving ship Ohio, the author mentions: "Brown [the first dead soldier] was buried intact. Under Dr Potter's supervision, Dr. Williard and Shipley made a prolonged and careful autopsy of Lewis’ body [the second dead soldier]. From his brain to his anus, every organ and every portion of every organ was normal in appearance and condition" [12]. But autopsies cannot be made everywhere, as explained by Martin: "There have been no autopsies made at the hospital yet. The extreme heat of the weather, together with the custom hitherto of sending the bodies of deceased soldiers back to their native States, have been the principal reasons for this omission" [13]. Since the beginning of the Journal, the importance of the French (Paris) and Austrian (Vienna) medical schools is real, especially in the field of autopsies. Correspondents attest of the evolution of local medical and surgical practice. News is given of discoveries, controversies and important publications from eminent medical authorities such as Rudolf Virchow [14-22].
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These 200 years of research on human cadavers are at the origin of important publications and discoveries: case of arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia [23], case of gas embolism [24,25] and cases of sudden infant death syndrome [26].

Technically, most of the autopsies are carried out within the ten hours following death (some one hour only after the patient passed away) [27], mainly for conservative reasons, and in order to give back the cadaver quickly to the family. In 1897, some pathologists recommend to preserve soft parts of the body in formaldehyde in order to present them in court, as they “would often convey much more meaning to the average jury than lengthy technical descriptions” [28]. What of the specimen after the trial? Will it be destroyed by fire or deposed within an anatomical museum?

Even if the power of the physician toward the dead body (and relatives) is enormous in the 19th century, an autopsy is not systematic. Each year from 1812 to 1912, 8 to 12% of the articles mention that an autopsy could not be obtained (without any precision regarding the origin of this non-execution: technical problems, non-availability of the body, opposition by the family, etc.). For example in a post-surgery series of 11 cases of appendicectomy in 1889, the authors performed only one autopsy on the four he expected [29].

Some, like a German citizen, Eugene Groux, ask in 1859 for their dissection with further publication of the results in the Journal: “Since the peculiarities of my case are marked and rare, I desire and direct that if I die on the American continent, my body shall be dissected in the most scientific, thorough and skilful manner, with a view to the complete ascertainment, disclosure and publication thereof, and this be so done that the exact condition of the parts of my body, as it existed in life, so far as this is possible, be discovered and recorded, and be preserved for scientific inspection and information. And I direct and desire that in addition to this dissection and record and publication, so much of such parts of my body as are necessary for the purpose of demonstrating the nature of my case and of preserving and giving evidence thereof forever, shall be deposited in the museum of the Boston Society for Medical Improvement for the period of one year from said time of deposit, and until such further time as there shall be founded in Hamburg a museum of Pathological Human Anatomy, where in, that event, said parts are thereupon to be deposited. In regard to the manner of such dissection, the preservation of the parts after death, in the same state as they were in life, and what parts may be needful and proper for deposit aforesaid, I refer it to the skill and science of those by whom it shall be done. And with regard to the residue of my body, I direct that the same be decently interred in such manner that the same may be removed to Hamburg if my friends desire” [30].

From the origin to the 1850’s, all autopsies and case reports are nominatives (i.e. the name and geographical localization, and even the dates of consultation, hospitalization, and death are given in the article) [31,32] more, some cases interest the most intimate part of human behavior [33]. After this date, only exceptional cases remain nominatives: autopsies of VIP’s, notorious crimes with medical interest [34]. A great majority is presented with initials, city of origin, sex and age [35]. A last category is at the origin of nominative data: autopsies of physicians.

Autopsies of VIP’s

As stated by physicians, autopsies of VIP are carried out “for advancing the interests of our profession” [36]. The assassination of the US President Garfield in 1881 is a good example of a full publicly autopsy and medical data. After the extremely long agony of the President (almost 11 weeks following the gunshot wound on July 2, 1881), daily official bulletins were published in the September 29, 1881 issue [37], ten days after the death of the president on September 19, 1881. The second and final sequence of the daily official bulletins, with the full transcription of the autopsy is published in the October 6, 1881 issue [38]. Some weeks later, in the November 17, 1881 issue, a global medical and surgical analysis is given, with a synthesis of the autopsy findings [39].

The same with the publication of the whole medical archives relative to the angina pectoris of Senator Sumner treated by Dr Tabor Johnson in 1874 [40], and Sir James Simpson’s apoplexy [41].

The case of the Vice-President Wilson’s death is analyzed in the December 16, 1875 issue: in this long article, one of his physicians (Dr Hammond, a professor of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System in the University of the City of New York) publishes all personal data relative to private consultations, and refutes some results of the official autopsy [42] (Figure 1).

Autopsy of the Major of Buckland in 1844 is the occasion of a strong opposition between colleagues: first examiner of the body [43] being judged as “both impertinent and ungentlemanly” in their conclusions by followers [44]. Other examples of oppositions between colleagues exist, highlighted at the occasion of the patient’s autopsy [45].

Cases from other countries are also discussed and published, especially from France for which the expertise of French physicians is considered of great scientific interest for the Journal’s readers: for example the assassination of the French president Sadi Carnot [46], and the death of Gambetta [47].

One may ask: Is this full medico-political transparency? Is this continuing medical education based on interesting and well-documented cases (i.e. VIP cases)? In any case, the medical confidentiality seems very poor or absent, sacrificed for the benefit of medical knowledge and scientific improvement (and the service of future patients).

Post-mortem utility of MD

A dead MD is again as any other patient, whose autopsy is publicly published, is useful for the medical education of his colleagues (Table 1). For example, at the occasion of the obituary notice of Dr Crosby in 1877, all intimate details are provided in the 3 pages of his autopsy report (the full article being composed of 5 pages), for example the “highly irritated urethra” [48]. The physician’s physiological and medical data are presented as for any other patient’s case report from the Journal, continuing the few initial paragraphs of its biography. However, it has to be said that the autopsy was incomplete: only the brain, liver, and kidneys were examined, as being directly at the origin of death. If no microscopic examination was made of any portion of the brain, one entire kidney and a portion of the liver were sent to a colleague for microscopic examination. This case is isolated: other obituaries do not mention a partial autopsy but rather a full and complete one, as currently carried out on any cadaver.

The same with the obituary of Dr J.H. Bennett (a British physician) in 1875: “it is, we believe, acknowledged that he was the first to recognize the combination of symptoms known as leucocythaemia. We give some account of the case of this distinguished man, interesting in itself” [49].

With time, the post-mortem description is more and more
synthetic, ending in the 1880's as a single conclusive phrase, such as, for a late Vice-President of the Massachusetts Medical Society: "the autopsy showed ossification of the coronary arteries" [50].

A forensic journal?

Forensic medicine represents an important part of the Journal’s publications in the 19th century (a category that has quite disappeared in columns of the present day Journal). Indeed, forensic medicine and medical autopsies are intimately related in the initial years of the Journal, based on the same goal: to determine the exact cause and manner of death (and not necessarily a criminal one). Cases are frequently mixed (Table 2): forensic cases of gunshot wound to the head or other parts of the body are interesting cases for trauma descriptions and surgery; neurological problems with organic consequences causing dubious diagnosis [51]. The same with fatal side-effects [52-55] or misuse of toxics [56,57] or drugs [58-61] that may led to a false diagnosis of toxicological criminal death. Strange and/or extraordinary medico-legal cases are also present [62-67]. At this period, some articles are published by students in medicine [68]. Cases of "Murder or suicide" are recurrent.

When publishing victim’s autopsies in cases of murder (Table 3), the facts are always previously judged. For example, with the John Dean affair (a murder on December 17, 1896, in Massachusetts), the murderer was already executed when the paper was published on March 30, 1899 [69]. Publication occurs two years after the facts, only a few days after the execution of the murderer.

It has to be known that autopsies are not systematic in cases of violent deaths and medico-legal background at the extreme end of the 19th century in New England: [70] “it imposes it on the discretion of the medical examiner, if after having viewed the body and made the special inquiry, he deems a further examination necessary” [71].

Even murderers are examined after their execution, such as Probst in 1866 whose cadaver, through the courtesy of the prison directors, was turned over to the Faculty of Jefferson Medical College (Philadelphia), for scientific inquiries [72].

Danger of the autopsy

Autopsy is a dangerous activity, as some physicians die of accidents surrounding during body openings. In 1852, “Dr Spencer’s death was caused by a small scratch upon the thumb while engaged in an autopsy on the body of one of his patients. The wound was so slight that his attention was scarcely drawn to it at the time, but at the end of 24 hours he became fully sensible of the fate that awaited him (...) At the end of one week the poison had done its work! And another victim of the profession had fallen” [73].

An 1861 issue about hospital construction gives some precision about the exact ideal location and organization of autopsy rooms: “The dead-house and autopsy room should form no part of any of the inhabited buildings, but be situated in the rear. The wards should all be connected with the kitchen and the dead-house by an underground passage” [74]. This statement is based on a necessity of isolating cadavers from living patients, for sanitary reasons. More, a contamination of medical professionals would weaken the power of their investigation and scientific conclusions. It corresponds also to a period where a choice has to be made of showing or not showing the cadaver and educating citizens toward their bodies. Respect and knowledge, distance and delay: reports of autopsy data are not given in hurry, not within the few days following death but much later, as a “sacred” or highlighted moment, using such delays as time and distance. For these reasons too, the dead has its proper building within the hospital.

After the autopsy: cadaver, data, and exams

Exceptional autopsies have been published in the Journal [75] such as the case of the Siamese twins (Chang and Eng brothers) (Figure 2). For this latest, a real legal transaction was carried out between a medical committee, and both widows and their legal adviser: physicians "received permission to examine the structure of the twins, but on condition that the sacred ligament should not be defaced by any incision whatever. The commission, however, finally obtained the consent of the widows to a limited dissection of the posterior surface of the band” [76]. The cadavers were first embalmed, then transferred to Philadelphia’s College of Physicians for further autopsy by Dr Pancost and Allen, and public exposition of the twins’ cadavers. Is this true medical curiosity, or rather sensationalism and opportunism as for other autopsies of “monsters” [77,78]? One may doubt. And what about the cadavers after the autopsy? “It is said that the remains of the twins will not be carried through the States on exhibition; that the loving widows are filled with a burning desire to make the twins profitable even after death; that, however, strenuous opposition to this delightful and savory plan, has arisen on the part of an invalid daughter of one of the brothers. There may yet be opportunity in Boston to gaze upon the forbidding, shriveled remnants of Chang and Eng” [76]. In any case, the double liver of the twins is still conserved in formaldehyde at the Mütter Museum (Philadelphia).

In 1882, after preliminary technical recommendations [79], a committee of physicians appointed to consider a plan for securing uniformity in the data of autopsies: a blank form to be filled by the examiner is proposed, together with detailed instructions for making the required measurements [80]. (Figure 3) By the end of the 19th century, complementary exams increase following autopsies: toxicology, radiology, bacteriology [81].

Autopsies? never enough

Already in 1868, authors of the Journal blame the ineluctable decrease of the autopsy rate: "While autopsies are so rare and so uncertain, it should be the duty of every medical man, not only to make all he can, but to see that his followers, the students, are all well grounded in the ways of making them, and habituated in comparing the results of what they see. The autopsy room, next to the dissecting room, should be the student’s constant resort. Here he may acquire more in one hour than in a day of lectures. He should be encouraged to visit it as soon as he has acquired enough knowledge of anatomy to enable him to estimate and to discriminate what he sees; and his attendance at autopsies should be obligatory throughout his whole three year’s study” [82].

Physicians regret the rarity of autopsy practice during epidemics episodes: “We cannot but regret that so little [autopsies] has been done, where the opportunities are so great. It may be given in extenuation, however, that the physicians, in attendance, are over-worked, and that many of them have been ill with the fever” [83].

Concerning the rarity of post-mortem head/brain examination [84], a physician explains in 1844 the circumstances avoiding such an analysis: “The head, from various circumstances, as the feelings of relatives, the lateness of the hour, and the approach of the funeral services, was not examined—a circumstance, in a scientific point of view,
most deeply to be deplored" [85]. Indeed, some families of patients are clearly opposed to an examination of the brain [86].

The same with families of dead MD: in 1861, in a case of thoraco-bronchic disease, the abdomen is not opened; [87] in 1859, "the brain, by request of the family, was not examined" [88].

But for 1890’s practitioners, medical autopsies are still too rare in America comparatively to Europe: "the American physician is often indifferent or careless after his patient is dead. Except in large cities, it is difficult to undertake a post-mortem examination, and even where it would be comparatively easy, a busy doctor will often prefer to remain in doubt rather than undertake a disagreeable extra amount of work, and perhaps at the same time run the risk of offending the bereaved family" [89]. Principal objections to autopsies are religious feeling connected with the resurrection of the body, common feeling of repugnance to the mutilation of the body of a relative, and fear in the public mind of "ante-mortem autopsies" (i.e. false diagnosis of death) [89].

In 1890, medical examiners protest against the rapidly increasing custom of embalming by injection of the body with fluids containing large amount of arsine acid, mercury, corrosive sublimate, and zinc; indeed, detecting poisons is rendered impossible by this process of post-mortem body conservation [90].

As seen on (Table 4), decline of autopsy reports since the 70’s coincides with the rise of original research (i.e. scientific reports of the results of original clinical or biological research).

20th to 21st century tendency

Data concerning the medical and/or surgical specialty of the article citing autopsy results (isolated or series) within the Journal is only available by 1952. Such data (Table 5) confirms the huge decline of autopsies in both medical research and publications. In the 1950’s, medical autopsies were still very common [91]. A majority of research was performed on post-autopsy material, then a change occurred with the important increase of laboratory animals and models. In the same time, obtaining proper consent for an autopsy poses more and more problems, at the origin of a global decline of the autopsy [92]. Facing this decline, some physicians propose a new position in the end of the 1970’s: "not to de-emphasize the autopsy’s importance but to place emphasis on the quality and interpretation of autopsies [93]. Facing the disinterest of multiple pathologists and physicians for autopsies, it has been proposed that it probably is not necessary to have a special pathology instructor in addition to the prosectors to do the teaching at the autopsy table [94]. At the same period, religious oppositions to autopsies (even medico-legal ones) are more and more frequent [95]. Within the 1980’s, even if autopsies are presented as the best measure of accuracy of the death certificate [96], various negative points major its decline: elimination of autopsy requirements by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals, reduced emphasis on autopsies as a teaching device in medical education, fear of the autopsy as a revelator of a previous medical and/or surgical malpractice, lack of any direct reimbursement for performing autopsies [97], and time-consuming chore [98]. New propositions are made in the columns of the Journal, for example to bring video technology into the autopsy room, and record highlights of autopsies of persons who have presented clinical problems during life [99]. Post-mortem imaging has been proposed as an alternative to autopsy in the diagnostic of both adult and infant deaths, but is still lacking a high-degree of performance; to date, nothing replaces the efficacy a full evisceration, dissection of all organs with direct identification of pathologies and/or injuries, and further histopathology. As a matter of fact, the number of autopsies performed in the United States continues to decrease in the 1990’s and still now, even if many physicians consider that this medical act plays a most important part in societal health issues [100]; for example, autopsy data from epidemiologic studies (and not experimental researches) have shown a relation between coronary artery disease and cardiovascular risk factors such as high serum total cholesterol concentrations and cigarette smoking [101].

Actual position is that of an incomparable but vanishing tool ("an extensive literature documents the frequency with which autopsy reveals clinically significant diagnoses that were missed before death") [102]. A majority of actual physicians deeply think that biochemical (reimbursable) post-mortem tests are sufficient to get a precise diagnosis, and consider the autopsy as obsolete. Pathologists themselves have lost interest in such a long procedure. Some propose the creation of regional autopsy centers, which would receive funding to maintain high autopsy rates in their own hospitals and to perform autopsies of patients from other institutions. To date, autopsies are performed after less than 10% of all US deaths, but rates are inflated in many institutions by the inclusion of forensic cases and still births [102].

Anyway, autopsies "are not dead", as recently proved by the recent publication of autopsy findings in children with Hand, Foot, and Mouth disease by a Far East team [102].
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